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What does Porphyry Mean 
by qew~n path/r?

Michael Chase
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INTRODUCTION: THE VIRTUES FROM PLATO TO PORPHYRY

Plato1 was already building on a traditional doctrine when he set forth his 
doctrine of  the four cardinal virtues,2 wisdom (sophia) or prudence (phronêsis)3, 
courage (andreia), moderation/temperance (sôphrosunê ), and justice (diakaio-
sunê ). For Plato, the first three virtues correspond to the three parts of  the 
soul: rational, choleric, and desiring respectively, which in turn are represented 
by the three social classes of  the Republic : philosopher-kings, warriors/guard-
ians, and artisans/workers. The fourth virtue, justice, encompasses the other 
three and represents that condition in which each accomplishes its proper 
function. It therefore corresponds to all three parts of  the soul, and in the 
ideal state of  the Republic, justice designates the condition in which all three 
classes work at fulfilling their own function, thereby ensuring the harmoni-
ous functioning of  the entire polis.

The doctrine of  the virtues went through a number of  modifications 
in subsequent Greek philosophy, from Aristotle’s complex amplification in 
the Nicomachean Ethics, through the Stoic adaptations that culminated in the 
thought of  Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius, to Plotinus’ systematizing discus-
sion in Ennead I 2 (19). This article will concentrate on one aspect of  the 

1. Plato, Republic IV, 427eff; cf. Protag. 325a; 329c; Rep. 487a5; Phaed. 69b2; Laws I, 630–31; 
XII, 963.

2. See Pierre Hadot, The Inner Citadel: The Meditations of  Marcus Aurelius, trans. M. Chase 
(Cambridge, MA, 1998) 232ff.

3. Wisdom (sophia) is occasionally replaced by the Greek word phronêsis, traditionally trans-
lated as “prudence,” although its meaning in Plato is closer to “intelligence,” while in Aristotle 
its meaning becomes “practical intelligence.” In what follows I shall speak of  “wisdom” or 
“prudence,” as though the two terms were interchangeable. Julia Annas (“Ancient Ethics and 
Modern Morality,” Philosophical Perspectives, vol. 6: Ethics [1992] 125 & n. 23) is, it seems to me, 
right to stress the importance of  this traditional set of  four virtues, but errs in translating phronêsis 
in Plato by “prudence.” This translation is the result of  a Scholastic-inspired contamination of  
Platonic and Aristotelian ethics; see G.J. Dalcourt, “The Primary Cardinal Virtue: Wisdom or 
Prudence,” International Philosophical Quarterly 63.3: 55–75.
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form this doctrine assumed under Plotinus’ student Porphyry,4 a form that 
was to be hugely influential on subsequent Neoplatonic ethical thought.5

In Sentence 32,6 the longest and most systematic of  his 44 extant Sentences, 
Porphyry, following Plotinus, distinguishes the virtues of  (1) the politician; 
(2) the person ascending towards contemplation, called the “theoretician”; 
(3) the perfect theoretician or “beholder”; and (4) the Intellect, purified from 
the soul.7 The political virtues consist in the moderation of  the passions 
(metriopatheia), and concern the accomplishment of  appropriate actions, as 
calculated by reason. Their goal is to enable the peaceful cohabitation of  
citizens within a community; in another formulation, Porphyry speaks of  the 
goal of  this stage as imposing a measure on the passions, with a view to activi-
ties in accordance with nature.8 At this initial stage, the four cardinal virtues 
play the roles assigned to them by Plato: sophia or wisdom is concerned with 
the rational faculty, courage (andreia) with the faculty of  emotion or anger, 
temperance (sôphrosunê) with the obedient agreement of  desire with reason, 
and justice (diakaiosunê) with the state where each of  these faculties goes about 
its own business in law-like and obedient fashion.9 For Porphyry, therefore, 
at this initial stage, the most adequate ethical philosophy is Aristotelianism, 
or rather the development thereof  in the Hellenistic Peripatos.10

At the second level, that of  the person ascending or progressing towards 
contemplation, the virtues consist in abstaining from earthly things, and in 
interrupting the interaction of  soul and body, with a view to enabling the intel-
lect to begin its ascent towards the contemplation of  what truly exists. These 
virtues are therefore called purifications (katharseis). Here,11 wisdom consists 

4. A French translation of  and commentary on Porphyry’s Sentences by L. Brisson et al. of  the 
UPR 76 of  the French CNRS is currently in press; it will also contain an English translation of  
the Sentences by J. Dillon. Although I participated in, contributed to, and learned much from this 
project, my views here do not necessarily correspond to those expressed in that publication.

5. On the posterity of  this doctrine in Neoplatonism, see now the Introduction to Marinus, 
Proclus ou Sur le bonheur, texte établi, traduit et annoté par H.D. Saffrey et A.-Ph. Segonds, avec 
la collaboration de C. Luna (Paris, 2001) lxix–xcviii.

6. The following paragraphs owe a great deal to a paper by Luc Brisson: “The Doctrine 
of  the Degrees of  Virtues in the Neoplatonists: An Analysis of  Porphyry’s Sentence 32, its An-
tecedents and its Consequences,” in D. Baltzly and H. Tarrant, eds., Reading Plato in Antiquity 
(London: Duckworth, in press).

7. Porphyry, Sentence 32, 22, 14–23, 3 Lamberz.
8. Ibid. 30, 6–8 Lamberz.
9. Ibid. 23, 4–12 Lamberz.
10. The appropriateness of  Peripatetic doctrines for novice philosophers is a constant in 

Porphyry’s thought; it explains why he established the Categories, with its emphasis on the real-
ity and importance of  the objects constituting the sensible world, as the starting-point of  the 
beginner’s philosophical curriculum.

11. Note that Porphyry changes the order of  enumeration at this second stage: instead of  
the traditional-Platonic wisdom, courage, temperance, justice, here we have wisdom/prudence, 
temperance, courage, justice.
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in ceasing to form opinions conjointly with the body, courage in the soul’s 
lack of  fear upon leaving the body;12 temperance in no longer experiencing 
affects along with the body; and justice in the unopposed reign of  reason 
and intellect.13 The Peripatetic goal of  restraining the passions (metriopatheia) 
has now been superseded by the Stoic goal of  their complete extirpation 
(apatheia).14 At this stage, which has as its prerequisite self-knowledge, or the 
awareness that one’s fundamental identity is a noetic essence chained to an 
alien substance, the order of  the day is detachment from the sensible, which 
seems to entail an absence of  interest in social and political realities.

The third stage of  virtues is characterized by the soul’s functioning intel-
lectively.15 Here, wisdom or prudence consists in the contemplation of  the 
contents of  the Intellect; courage in impassivity, since it assimilates itself  
to the objects of  its contemplation, which are impassive; temperance in 
turning within, towards the Intellect; and justice in the fulfillment by each 
of  its own function, governed by obedience to the Intellect and by activity 
directed towards the Intellect.16 At this level, now that the passions have 
been successfully extirpated, the soul gives itself  over to pure contempla-
tion of  the noetic Forms; in this sense, we may say that Platonic philosophy 
emerges triumphant over both Aristotelianism and Stoicism, which precede 
it and pave its way.

The fourth kind of  virtues is the paradigmatic.17 Here, wisdom is the 
fact that the Intellect knows; courage is identity and remaining independent 
through excess of  power; temperance is [conversion or activity] towards [the 
Intellect],18 and justice the accomplishment by each of  its proper task. With 

12. On the fear, natural to every child, that the soul may simply blow away at death and 
cease to exist, see for instance Plato, Phaedo 77d.

13. Porphyry, loc. cit. 24, 1–25, 6 Lamberz.
14. The contrast between metriopatheia and apatheia is not, of  course, original with Porphyry, 

but forms a part of  Academic-Middle Platonic ethics since at least the time of  Philo Judaeus; cf. 
Legum allegoriarum 3, 129; 132; 134. From Philo the idea passes into Christian thought in Clement 
of  Alexandria (Stromata II, 8, 39, 5; VI, 9, 74, 1–2; VI, 13, 105, 1) and Basil of  Caesarea (Enar-
ratio in prophetam Isaiam II, 86). See J. Dillon, “Metriopatheia and Apatheia: Some Reflections on a 
Controversy in Greek Ethics,” in J. Anton and A. Preus, eds., Essays in Ancient Greek Philosophy, 
vol. 2 (Albany, 1997) 508–17.

15. At this third stage, the order of  enumeration is wisdom/prudence, justice, temperance, 
courage.

16. Porphyry, loc. cit. 27, 3–28, 5 Lamberz.
17. Here, Porphyry’s enumeration, like his explanations of  the individual virtues, seems to 

lose all traces of  systematicity. The enumeration is preceded by definitions of  intellect (nous), 
which is that in which the things that are like models (paradeigmata) are simultaneously situated, 
and knowledge or science (epistêmê ), which is defined as intellection (noêsis). Finally, the usual 
virtues are listed in the order wisdom, temperance, justice, courage.

18. To de pros auton hê sôphrosunê, literally, “the towards-it is temperance.” Either such extreme 
brachyology is the sign of  rapid composition and/or an unfinished state of  composition, or 
else we must suppose a lacuna.
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this level, which is lacking in his immediate source, Plotinus, Porphyry seems 
to go beyond even contemporary Platonism, in describing a set of  virtues 
that no longer pertain to the soul, but to the intellect alone.

When he comes to recapitulate,19 Porphyry turns to terminological is-
sues, indicating the epithets that may be applied to persons having reached 
each of  the four stages. The person acting in accordance with the political 
virtues is called a sage (spoudaios); he who acts according to the purificatory 
virtues is either a demonic man or a good demon (daimonios anthrôpos ê kai 
daimôn agathos); the person acting according to the third type of  virtues is a 
god (theos); finally, the person who acts in accordance with the paradigmatic 
virtues is the father of  the gods (theôn patêr).

In this article, I’ll concentrate on the interpretation of  this last phrase. 
When the practitioner of  the Neoplatonic virtues reaches the ultimate stage 
of  the paradigmatic virtues, Porphyry tells us (p. 31, 8 Lamberz), he may 
rightly be called “Father of  the gods” (qew~n path\r). What can this strange 
assertion possibly mean?

SOME GRECO-ROMAN INTERPRETATIONS OF ZEUS

In Greek thought, at least since Homer, the father of  the gods is, of  course, 
Zeus.20 But which Zeus? A scholiast on Aratus (Scholia vetera in Aratum, ed. J. 
Martin [Stuttgart: Teubner, 1974] Scholion 1, Vat. 191, line 69ff.) knows of  
people who interpret Zeus as the heavens (ou0rano/v), the ether, or the air, 
in addition to the mythical Zeus (to\n muqiko/n). These are Stoic views, as we 
learn from Philodemus’ De pietate.21 Zeus could also be identified with the 
sun,22 whom the Emperor Julian (Pro\v  9Hra&kleion § 22, 12) addresses as 

19. Porphyry, loc. cit. 31, 4–8 Lamberz.
20. In the later systematization of  Proclus (In Crat. CVII, 59, 6–7, Kronos is referred to as 

path\r pate/rwn. He belongs to the class of  intelligible gods (In Crat. CIX [59, 15]; CX [59, 
28]. This implies that Kronos’ son Zeus is assigned to the still lower level of  the intellective 
gods; so that Zeus is the expression of  the demiurgic Intellect (In Crat. CXLV, 82, 28–29; Theol. 
Plat. V, 12–13; In Tim. I, 310, 3–319, 21). Cf. K. Verrycken, “La métaphysique d’Ammonius 
chez Zacharie de Mytilène,” Rev. Sc. Th. 85 (2001): 245, citing R. Beutler, art. “Proklos,” RE 
XXIII.1 (1957): col. 228–29.

21. Philodemus, De pietate, PHerc. 1428 IV 13–VII 12, quoted by Dirk Obbink, “Le livre I du 
De natura deorum de Cicéron et le De pietate de Philodème,” in C. Auvray-Assayas and D. Delattre, 
eds., Cicéron et Philodème, Études de Philosophie Ancienne 12 (Paris, 2001) 210–11.

22. Karl Reinhardt, Kosmos und Sympathie (München, 1926) 353ff.; Willy Theiler (Die Vorbe-
reitung des Neuplatonismus [Berlin, 1930] 79) thought Posidonius was the originator of  this iden-
tification, but in fact it is attested already for Pherekydes in the sixth century BCE; cf. Test. 9, 
46 D.-K. (= Johannes Lydus, De mens IV, 3). Cf. Achilles, In Aratum 37 Maaß; Julian, Oratio IV, 
136; 136; 144; Macrobius, Sat. I, 23, 8. The conception becomes widespread in the religio-philo-
sophical literature of  Late Antiquity, for instance in the Orphic hymns, Greek Magical Papyri, 
and in post-Iamblichean Neoplatonism; cf. Wolfgang Fauth, Helios Magistos. Zur synkretitischen 
Theologie der Spätantike, Religions in the Graeco-Roman World, vol. 125 (Leiden, 1995) xxxii, 2, 
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qew~n pa&ter. Plato’s depiction in the Phaedrus of  Zeus as the “great leader 
in heaven … driving a winged chariot”23 at the head of  a cortege of  lesser 
gods24 led some Platonic commentators to identify Zeus with the Demiurge 
of  the Timaeus;25 this was already the case for Xenocrates26 in the generation 
following Plato. Finally, later Neoplatonism is familiar with a whole series 
or “order” of  Zeuses. As I. Hadot has pointed out,27 Proclus distinguishes 
a number of  different Zeuses,28 as does Hermias;29 the doctrine thus goes 
back at least as far as Syrianus.30

THE TESTIMONY OF THE ANONYMUS STOBAEI

In an anonymous philosophical text preserved by Stobaeus and studied by 
John Dillon, we find a distinction between two Zeuses. One is explicitly the 
cosmic Zeus;31 it is this Zeus, according to the author, who is referred to at 
Iliad I, 423–25 as departing to feast with the Ethiopians, only to return to 
Olympus after twelve days. Yet there is another Zeus, this time alluded to by 
the Homeric verses Il. I, 498–99, where Thetis, when she arrives at Olympus, 

p. 47, 155, 178. Porphyry appears to have systematized this identification in his lost work On 
the sun; see the reconstruction by Franz Altheim, Aus Spätantike und Christentum (Tübingen, 
1951) 1–58.

23. Plato, Phaedrus 246e 4–5. The translation is that of  J. Dillon, “An Unknown Platonist on 
God,” in ENWSIS KAI FILIA = Unione e amicitia, Omaggio a Francesco Romano (Catania, 2002) 
239, whose interpretation I follow here.

24. Who in turn were identified with the “younger gods” of  the Timaeus, as well as with the 
cosmic or planetary gods; cf. J. Dillon, loc. cit.

25. The emperor Julian (Hymn to King Helios, 144A) speaks of  Zeus’ dhmiourgikh\ du/na-
miv; yet for him Zeus, as one among many dhmiourgikoi\ qeoi/, is a mere aspect of  the real 
demiurge, Helios. Cf. F. Altheim, op cit. 19. More precisely, whereas in the Hymn to King Helios, 
Helios the Demiurge reigns over the noeric or intermediate world and is thus subject to Aion or 
the One, who reigns as the intelligible sun over the noetic world, Julian elsewhere (for instance 
in Against the Galileans) uses a simplified two-level scheme, where the Demiurge is a powerful 
noetic being; cf. J.F. Finamore, “QEOI QEWN. An Iamblichan Doctrine in Julian’s Against the 
Galileans,” TAPhA 118 (1988): 399.

26. Xenocrates, fr. 68 Heinze = fr. 188 Isnardi Parente, quoted by J. Dillon, op. cit. 240.
27. Ilsetraut Hadot, Studies on the Neoplatonist Hierocles, trans. M. Chase (Philadelphia, 2004) 59 

& nn. 212–13: “For Syrianus and Proclus, the demiurge of  the Timaeus is the fifth in the series of  
kings, and the third of  the fathers …”; cf. In Tim. vol. I, 311, 25ff.; vol. III, 208, 5ff. Diehl.

28. Proclus, In Tim. III, 190, 19ff. Diehl, distinguishes between o9 dhmiourgo\v Zeu/v, o9 
prw~tov th=v Kroni/av tria&dov, o9 a0po/lutov, and o9 ou0ra&niov, who in turn is divided into 
o9 e0pi\ th=v a)planou=v and o9 e0n th=| qate/rou perio&dw|. Elsewhere (In Tim. III, 230, 23–25), 
Proclus can speak of  the Demiurge of  the Timaeus as intermediate between the noetic god and 
the “many demiurges”; cf. J. Finamore, op cit. 399 & n. 22.

29. Hermias, In Phaedrum 136, 17; 142, 10 Couvreur.
30. According to Proclus, Syrianus ascribed to Zeus the demiurge the status of  “fifth king” 

in his Orphic Lessons; cf. In Tim. I, 314, 28–I, 315, 2, cited by I. Hadot, op. cit. 59 n. 212.
31. Johannes Stobaeus, Eclogae I, 1, §28, 36: Peri\ tou= kata_ to\n ko&smon Dio\v tauti\ 

le/lextai:.
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comes upon “the far-sounding son of  Kronos seated apart / from the oth-
ers.” As Dillon points out, our text gives us no indication as to the identity 
of  this other Zeus, except to point out that he is separate from the other 
gods.32 Pointing to parallels in Plotinus,33 Dillon affirms that “… in Platonist 
terms, he [i.e., the second Zeus] can only be the World Soul.”

This identification is, of  course, quite possible. Yet one is left to wonder 
whether the equation Zeus = the World Soul is really the only interpretative 
possibility. After all, as Dillon points out, in at least two other philosophical 
interpretations of  the Homeric verses cited by Stobaeus’ anonymous author, 
Zeus is identified not with the World Soul, but with the Demiurgic Intellect. 
Proclus, commenting on Iliad I, 423ff. in his Commentary on the Republic 34 
writes as follows:

For it is obvious to everyone who has delved even moderately into such a theory that 
the greatest of  the gods must be said to be nourished from above, from the intelligibles, 
he who is going to a feast and a banquet, and to convert towards his own principles, 
and to be filled by those transcendent and uniform goods. For it is there that the 
Ethiopians reside, illuminated by divine light, and the primary Ocean, flowing from 
the noetic Source, and fulfillment is thence, both for the Demiurgic Intellect and for 
all the gods who depend on it.

If  this Zeus can be called “transcendent,”35 it is only in relation to the 
other gods, for he is clearly situated below the intelligibles, by which he is 
nourished from above. For Proclus, who claims to be interpreting the Chal-
daean Oracles, the Zeus who is equivalent to the Demiurgic Intellect is one 
of  the three Sources (phgai/), together with Kronos and Rhea-Hecate.36 
Kronos, who is the transcendent First Intellect or “Once-Beyond” (a#pac 
e0pe/keina), charges his son Zeus—the secondary Intellect or “Twice-Beyond” 
(di\v e0pe/keina) with the creation of  the sensible world.37 As he contemplates 

32. e9te/rou legome/nou Dio_v tou= kexwrisme/nou tw~n qew~n.
33. V 1, 7, 34ff.; V 5, 3, 21ff. Yet Dillon himself  remarks (loc. cit. 243 n. 14) that Plotinus 

also sometimes (III 5, 8, 4ff.; IV 4, 10, 1ff.) denies this identification.
34. I, 167, 1ff. Kroll: panti\ gou=n tou=to katafane\v tw~| kai\ metri/wv th=v toia~sde 

qewri/av e0phsqhme/nw|, o#ti to_n me/giston tw~n qew~n a!nwqen e0k tw~n nohtw~n tre/fesqai 
r9hte/on e0pi\ dai=ta kai\ qoi/nhn i0o&nta kai\ pro_v ta_v oi0kei/av a)rxa&v e0pistre/fein kai\ 
a0p 0 e0kei/nwn plhrou=sqai tw~n e0ch?rhme/nwn kai\ e9noeidw~n a)gaqw~n. e0kei= toi/nun kai\ 
oi9 Ai0qi/opev oi9 tw~| qei/w| fwti\ katalampo/menoi kai\ o9 prw&tistov  0Wkeano_v o( th=v 
nohth=v phgh=v a)porre/wn, kai\ h( plh&rwsiv e0kei=qen tw~| te dhmiourgikw~| nw~| kai\ pa~si 
toi=v e0chrthme/noiv au0tou= qeoi=v.

35. J. Dillon, op. cit. 243.
36. See above, n. 20.
37. Hapax and dis epekeina are, of  course, expressions deriving from the Chaldaean Oracles; 

see below, and Luc Brisson (“Kronos, Summit of  the Intellective Hebdomad in Proclus’ 
Interpretation of  the Chaldaean Oracles,” Mélanges C. Steel, G. Van Riel and C. Macé, eds., 
Platonic Ideas and Concept Formation in Ancient and Medieval Thought [Leuven, 2004] 191–210]),
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the intelligible, Zeus fashions the sensible universe; and this is why he is 
called “father of  gods and men.”38

An earlier text, On the life and poetry of  Homer, interprets the second of  our 
two Homeric passages in a similar way.39 If  Thetis finds Zeus sitting alone 
and apart from the other gods, it is because

This isolation and this failure to mingle with the other gods, but to rejoice in frequenting 
and relating to himself, remaining still and constantly setting the All in order, presents 
the nature of  the intelligible god; for he [sc. Homer] knows that the god who oversees and 
manages the All, is Intellect [my emphasis].

It thus seems that the interpretation of  the “Other” Zeus in our anony-
mous text as the World Soul is perhaps not quite as necessary as J. Dillon 
claims. The evidence we have already seen, and that which I will adduce in 
what follows shows, I believe, that it is equally and perhaps more likely that 
he is to be identified with the Demiurgic Intellect, as he was in the Chaldaean 
Oracles.40 Dillon attributes the anonymous text preserved by Stobaeus to a 
second-century Middle Platonist; but if  we bear in mind that Heeren already 
attributed this text to Porphyry, we may be led to wonder whether this is not, 
after all, the most plausible possibility.

It is not the primary purpose of  this paper to argue that Porphyry is 
indeed the author of  the anonymous text preserved by Stobaeus. Yet the 
characteristics Dillon points out in the Anonymous—a theology comprising a 
primary god who is also a demiurge; a set of  encosmic gods who serve the 
Demiurge; citation of  a Neopythagorean author, use of  Homer to buttress 
Plato—seem not at all incompatible with the Tyrian’s thought. Dillon cites 
two grounds for eliminating Porphyry as a possible author. First, the style of  
the anonymous is “much more simple [sc. than that of  Porphyry],” and “there 
is no suggestion of  Neoplatonic metaphysical elaboration about this piece” 
(loc. cit. 238). Yet is there really such a thing as a single, uniform Porphyrian 
style, identical throughout, say, his Homeric Questions, Sentences, Isagoge, and the 
(Neopythagoreanizing) On abstinence and Life of  Pythagoras ? Similarly, the lack 
of  metaphysical elaboration can be paralleled from a number of  authentic 
Porphyrian works; suffice it to mention the minor Commentary on the Categories, 
the On statues, the Letter to Anebo, and above all the fragmentary On the Styx, 

citing Proclus, In Crat. 57, 4–19, with Chaldaean Oracles fr. 5 des Places.
38. L. Brisson, loc. cit. citing Proclus, In Tim. I 318.17–18 with Chaldaean Oracles fr. 94 des 

Places.
39. Pseudo-Plutarch, De vita et poeseos Homeri 1243–1247: h9 ga_r mo&nwsiv au3th kai\ to_ mh\ 

katamignu/ein toi=v a!lloiv qeoi=v e9auto_n a)lla_ xai/rein e9autw~| suno&nta kai\ xrw&menon, 
h9suxi/an a!gonti kai\ a)ei\ diakosmou=nti ta_ pa&nta, th\n tou= nohtou= qeou= fu&sin pari/-
sthsin. oi]de de\ o#ti nou=v e0stin o9 qeo_v o9 pa&nta e0pista&menov kai\ die/pwn to_ pa~n:.

40. See Brisson, op. cit. § 1.2, “Zeus, the demiurgic Intellect.”
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where Porphyry, like Stobaeus’ anonymous author, reconciles allegorical 
Homeric and Platonic exegesis. In Neoplatonism, style is dictated by context; 
that is, primarily by the work’s literary genre and the audience and/or group 
of  students to whom it is directed. Where, as in the present case, we know 
nothing whatsoever about the context of  a work, mere stylistic criteria may 
be misleading when we attempt to establish authorship.

Finally, there is an additional series of  philosophical interpretations of  
Iliad I, 423 which has been overlooked by Dillon. In the theological excursus 
of  Macrobius’ Saturnalia (I, 17–23), where Vettius Praetextatus attempts to 
prove that all the gods of  Greek, Roman and Egyptian antiquity are identi-
cal with the Sun, the Homerica verses Iliad I, 423–25 are quoted (in Greek!) 
to prove that Zeus is the same as the Sun.41 But a number of  scholars have 
argued convincingly that Macrobius’ main source for his theological exposi-
tion is none other than Porphyry.42

PORPHYRY ON ZEUS

Let us now consider Porphyry’s views on the identity of  Zeus. In the pre-
served fragments of  the Peri\ Stugo&v (fr. 377, 454, 84–89 Smith), Porphyry 
speaks of  the “cosmic gods … whom he [sc. Homer] called ‘gods’ accord-
ing to ancient custom, according to him there is a great daimôn, whom he 
calls “Zeus,” and he reigns, as it were, over those who arrive as far as the 
heavens ….” Thus, probably following the Phaedrus passage mentioned 
above, Porphyry knows of  a Zeus who is in fact not a god but a daimôn, 
and who appears to be situated at the borderline between the sensible and 
intelligible worlds, reigning over sensible realities. Might this demonic Zeus 
have something to do with Porphyry’s patêr theôn?

In his Commentary on the Timaeus, Porphyry explained the difference 
between path/r and poihth/v as follows: the Father is he who generates the 
All from himself, whereas the Creator takes over matter from elsewhere.43

41. Macrobius, Sat. I, 23. Cf. idem, Commentary on the Dream of  Scipio II, 10sq.
42. Suggested by Josèphe Bidez, Vie de Porphyre, le philosophe néo-platonicien, avec les fragments des 

traités PERI AGALMATWN et DE REGRESSU ANIMAE (Gand, 1913), this hypothesis was 
defended in detail by F. Altheim, op cit., who argued that Macrobius’ source was Porphyry’s lost 
work On the Sun, and by Pierre Courcelle, Les Lettres grecques en Occident, de Macrobe à Cassiodore 
(Paris, 19482). More recently, the thesis of  Porphyry as Macrobius’ source has been accepted 
by P. Mastandrea, Un Neoplatonico Latino, Cornelio Labeone; testimonianza e frammenti, Études 
préliminaires aux religions orientales dans l’Empire romain, 77 (Leiden, 1979), and J. Flamant, 
Macrobe et le néoplatonisme latin à la fin du IVe siècle, Études préliminaires aux religions orientales 
dans l’Empire romain, 78 (Leiden, 1979). Flamant argues that Macrobius used three separate 
treatises by Porphyry: On images, On divine names, and On the Sun.

43. Porphyry, In Tim. apud Proclum, In Tim. I, 300, 1–2. Proclus himself  distinguished 
between the “Father,” who reigns over noetic, noeric, hypercosmic, and encosmic beings; the 
“Father and Creator,” who reigns over noeric, hypercosmic and encosmic beings; the “Creator 
and Father,” responsible for hypercosmic and encosmic beings; and finally the “Creator,” who
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In the Peri\ a0galma&twn, Porphyry endorses the Orphic view of  the 
nature of  Zeus, according to whom “Zeus is the world Intellect, who created 
all that the world has within it.”44 After quoting the well-known Orphic de-
scription of  Zeus,45 Porphyry remarks that “Zeus, then, is the entire world, 
a living being of  living beings and a god of  gods. He is Zeus in so far as he is 
Intellect, from which he brings forth all things, and he creates by means of  
his thoughts” (my emphasis).46 As he moves on to discuss the iconography 
of  depictions of  Zeus, Porphyry repeatedly emphasizes that Zeus is the 
demiurgic Intellect.47 The Tyrian expresses the same view in his Homeric 
exegesis: when explaining the name of  Ganymedes, he writes that “Gany-
medes serves Zeus alone, for Zeus is the first Intellect ” (my emphasis).48 The 
identification of  Zeus with nou=v, which Greek tradition first attributed to 
Anaxagoras,49 was, as we have seen, to be taken up by the later Neoplatonists, 
such as Proclus.50

THE TESTIMONY OF DAMASCIUS

An additional interpretative possibility is offered by a text from Damascius’ 
De principiis. At 241, 5ff. Ruelle, Damascius speaks of  a seira& of  divinities,51 
all of  whom are named Zeus. According to late Neoplatonic theology, the 
universal Zeus produces both (a) a series of  divinities named Zeus,52 each 

reigns only over encosmic beings. The Demiurge of  Plato’s Timaeus corresponds to the third 
of  these rulers, the “Creator and Father.” Cf. J.F. Finamore, op cit. 394 n. 3; I. Hadot, op.cit. 59 
n. 213, citing Proclus, In Tim. I, 311, 25ff.; III, 208, 5ff. Diehl.

44. to\n ga_r Di/a to\n nou=n tou= ko/smou u9polamba&nontev, o4v ta_ e0n au0tw~| 
e0dhmiou&rghsen e1xwn to\n ko/smon, fr. 354, p. 411, 5–7 Smith = Eusebius, PE 3, 9, 1.

45. Fr. 168 Kern.
46. Ibid. p. 413, 42–44 Smith: Zeu\v ou}n o9 pa~v ko/smov, zw&?on e0k zw&?wn kai\ qeo\v e0k qew~n: 

Zeu_v de\ kaqo\ nou=v, a)f 0 ou[ profe/rei pa&nta kai\ dhmiourgei= toi=v noh&masin.
47. Ibid. 49–50: … tou= to_ dei/khlon pepoih&kasin, o#ti nou=v h]n kaq 0 o4n e0dhmiou/rgei 

kai\ lo&goiv spermatikoi=v a)pete/lei ta_ pa&nta; ibid. p. 414, 58: basileu_v ga_r tou= ko&smou 
o( dhmiourgiko_v nou=v:.

48. Ganumh/dhv de\ u9phretei= mo&nw? tw~? Dii/, o3ti o9 me\n Zeu\v o9 prw~to&v e0sti nou=v, 
Porphyry, Quaestionum Homericarum ad Iliadem pertinentium reliquiae Book 4, section 2, 25–26 ed. 
Schrader (Leipzig: Teubner, 1880).

49. Cf. fr. 20c Diels/Kranz.
50. nou=v de\ kai\ o9 me/gistov Zeu/v, basilikh\n me\n e1xwn yuxh/n, basiliko_n de\ nou=n, 

w(v o9 e0n tw~? Filh/bw? Swkra&thv. Proclus, Platonic Theology V, 15, 18–20 Saffrey/Westerink.
51. On the doctrine of  the seira&, as developed by Iamblichus and Proclus, see the fol-

lowing note.
52. Damascius speaks of  this series as “the entire chorus of  Zeusian gods” (to\n a!panta 

xoro\n tw~n dii/wn qew~n, 236, 17–18 R). Cf. ibid. 236, 26: “In accordance with his own par-
ticular characteristic, Zeus produces a synonymous series …” (o9 Zeu\v kata_ me\n th\n e9autou= 
i0dio&thta para&gei sunw&numo/n tina seira&n). This doctrine of  the seira&, already sketched 
in Iamblichus (cf. B. Nasemann, Theurgie u. Philosophie in Jamblichs De Mysteriis, Beiträge zur 
Altertumskunde, Bd.11 [Stuttgart, 1991] 135ff.), is fully developed in Proclus, for whom, in the 
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of  whom reigns over a different “horizontal” level of  reality; this is proces-
sion or emanation “in depth” (kata_ ba&qov, Damascius, loc. cit. 237, 18) 
or “according to existence” (kata_ th\n u3parcin, Damascius, loc. cit. 239, 
6); and (b) all the other gods, in a kind of  “vertical” process of  emanation. 
Slightly earlier on (237, 11–13), speaking of  emanation that takes place by 
means of  the totality of  the producer, Damascius had given the example of  
“the universal demiurge, who, among the Chaldaeans, proceeds sevenfold,”53 
for each of  them is sung of  as being “dyadically beyond” (w(v o9 e9ptaxh=| 
proi+w_n o3lov dhmiourgo_v para_ toi=v Xaldai/oiv, di\v ga_r e3kastov 
e0pe/keina a)numnei=tai). This must mean that in each of  the seven Chaldaean 
worlds—the empurion, three ethereal worlds, the sphere of  the fixed stars, 
the sphere of  the planets, and the sublunar world—there is a demiurge who 
can be called both Zeus and di\v e0pe/keina.

ZEUS IN CHALDAEAN THOUGHT

In Chaldaean thought, we thus find the identification Zeus—demiurge—di\v 
e0pe/keina. A bit farther on in the De principiis, Damascius confirms that for the 
theurges—that is to say, the Chaldaeans—the seven demiurges characterized 
as di\v e0pe/keina are all synonymous with the universal Zeus.54 Damascius 

words of  L. Fladerer (Johannes Philopones De opifico mundi. Spätantikes Sprachdenken und christliche
Exegese, Beiträge zur Altertumskunde, Bd.135 [Stuttgart-Leipzig, 1999] 116 n. 170): “Der 
Name Apollon bezeichnet den Gott Apollon als Führer der seira&, kann aber auch für einen 
untergeordneten Dämon dieser Reihe stehen.”

53. For M-C. Galpérine, Damascius, Des premiers principes, apories et résolutions, Introd., notes et 
trad. du grec par M.-C. Galpérine (Paris, 1987) 517 & n. 52, the procession in question is that 
of  the Intellective Hebdomad, which consists of  Kronos, Rhea, Zeus as the demiurgic Intel-
lect, then the three Chaldaean divinities called “the Implacable Ones,” and a seventh divinity 
called “he-who-has-girded-himself-a-belt.” Yet this interpretation cannot be right. Clearly, if  
the universal demiurge proceeds or emanates seven times, and if  each of  these seven manifes-
tations is celebrated as the Chaldaean di\v e0pe/keina, then each of  these seven manifestations 
must be both a demiurge and a di\v e0pe/keina. We thus have to do, not with the emanation or 
production by Zeus of  the seven Intellective gods, but with the production by the demiurgic 
Zeus of  seven other demiurgic Zeuses, each of  whom reigns over a separate level of  reality or 
“world.” According to Psellus ( e1kqesiv kefalaiw&dhv kai\ su/ntomov tw~n para_ Xaldai/oiv 
dogma&twn, in Opuscula psychologica, theologica, daemonologica (= Michaelis Pselli Philosophica minora 
vol. II, Leipzig: Teubner, 1989, 146, 9ff. O’Meara), the Chaldaeans hold that there are seven 
of  these: the empurion, followed by three ethereal worlds, then three material worlds: that of  
the fixed stars, the last of  which is the sublunar world, called chthonian.

54. oi4 kai\ proe/rxontai pantelei=v, kai\ tw~? o!lw? sunwnumou=ntev, w(v oi9 <z> di\v 
e0pe/keina dhmiourgoi\ para_ toi=v qeourgoi=v. M.-Cl. Galpérine construes the text as mean-
ing that the seven Zeus / di\v e0pe/keina / dhmiourgoi/; are synonymous with the universal 
Intellect, op. cit. 522. The Greek text could conceivably bear this interpretation, but it seems 
more likely that that to which the seven demiurgic Zeus di\v e0pe/keina are synonymous is the 
universal Zeus, not the universal intellect. Combès-Westerink (vol. III, 36) translate “eux qui 
procèdent … en étant … synonymes avec le tout [du producteur]”; this is equivalent to my 
interpretation, since the producer in this case is the universal Zeus.
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goes on to add that “each Zeus is the father of  all the gods,… for the dy-
adically beyond is everywhere entire.”55 In other words, each of  the seven 
Chaldaean Zeus-demiurgoi can legitimately be called not only “the dyadically 
transcendent,” but also “Father of  the gods” (qew~n path/r).

THE TESTIMONY OF JOHANNES LYDUS

For the Chaldaeans, the mythico-religious figure known as the di\v e0pe/keina 
was equivalent to the demiurgic Second Intellect, a conception also found in 
the Pythagoreanizing Middle Platonist Numenius.56 Porphyry was generally 
known to sympathize with the views both of  the Chaldaean Oracles and of  
Numenius, but on this particular point we have additional evidence concern-
ing Porphyry’s views on the identity of  the Chaldaean di\v e0pe/keina. In Book 
IV of  his De mensibus, Johannes Lydus writes as follows:

Porphyry, however, in his Commentary on the Oracles, considers that the “Dyadically 
transcendent”—that is, the demiurge of  all things—is the one honored by the Jews; 
he whom the Chaldaeans theologize as coming second after the “Once transcendent,” 
that is, the Good.57

Porphyry, then, clearly held, at least at one stage of  his philosophical 
career, that the Chaldaean di\v e0pe/keina, who could be identified with Zeus, 
was the demiurge or creator of  the (sensible) world.

55. pa~v ga_r Zeu\v pa&ntwn qew~n path/r … o9 me\n ga_r di\v e0pe/keina pantaxou=  o3lov. 
Here, I think, the translation of  M.-C. Galpérine is to be preferred: “Tout Zeus est le père de 
tous les dieux … car le au-delà sous un mode dyadique est tout entier partout,” which seems 
clearly preferable to that of  Westerink/Combès: “c’est tout entier que Zeus est le père de tous 
les dieux … en effet, le ‘Deux fois au-delà’ est tout entier en tous.”

56. Cf. H. Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy. Mysticism, Magic, and Platonism in the Later Roman 
Empire, Publications de l’Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale, Recherches d’Archéologie, 
de Philologie et d’Histoire 13 [Cairo, 1956]; nouvelle édition par Michel Tardieu (Paris, 1978) 
318ff., with notes.

57. Johannes Lydus, De mensibus IV, 110, 18–25 Wünsch = Porphyry, fr. 365, p. 437–38 Smith: 
o9 me/ntoi Porfu/riov e0n tw~? u9pomnh/mati tw~n logi/wn to_n di\v e0pe/keina toute/sti to_n 
tw~n o3lwn dhmiourgo_n to_n para_ Ioudai/wn timw&menon ei]nai a)cioi=, o4n o9 Xaldai=ov 
deu&teron a0po_ tou= a#pac e0pe/keina, toute/sti tou= a)gaqou=, qeologei=.
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THE DEMIURGE IN PORPHYRY: SOUL OR INTELLECT?
In a densely argued paper, Werner Deuse has argued that in Porphyry’s 
philosophy, the demiurge or world-creative principle is consistently not the 
World Soul, but the nou=v, or intellect.58 Among a wealth of  other evidence, 
he cites a fragment from Book IV of  Porphyry’s Philosophical History, pre-
served by Cyril of  Jerusalem:

The highest god, he says, is the Good, and after him comes the second god, the de-
miurge ….59

… the intellect …whom they call the second god, and immediate demiurge of  the 
world ….60

THE TESTIMONY OF SYNESIUS

Most scholars agree that Synesius, the fourth-century bishop of  Ptolemais, 
reflects Porphyrian philosophy in his De insomniis. In this first chapter of  
this work, Synesius discusses his interpretation of  Zeus, and since this pas-
sage has been mistranslated and therefore misunderstood in some recent 
scholarship, it seems worthwhile to reproduce the Greek text here, together 
with my translation.

58. Werner Deuse, “Der Demiurg bei Porphyrios und Jamblich,” in C. Zinzten, ed., Die 
Philosophie des Neuplatonismus, Wege der Forschung 436 (Darmstadt, 1977). Deuse shows con-
vincingly that the handful of  testimonies in Proclus, according to which Porphyry held the 
Soul to be the demiurge, are retro-projections on the part of  Proclus. For Plotinus, by contrast, 
although the nou=v is called “demiurge” (Enn. III 9, 1; V 1, 8; V 9, 3), the task of  creating the 
universe is entrusted to the World Soul (IV 3, 10; V 9, 3).

59. Porphyry, Hist. phil. fr. 16: ei]nai de\ to_n me\n a)nwta&tw qeo_n ta)gaqo&n, met 0 au0to_n 
de\ kai\ deu/teron to_n dhmiourgo&n ….

60. nou=n … o4n dh\ kai\ deu&teron o0noma&zousi qeo_n kai\ prosexh= tou= ko&smou 
dhmiourgo&n.
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                                                                        Synesius, De insomniis I, 131C–D, 145 
                                                                        Terzaghi = Migne PG 1284

ei0 de/ tiv u9f 0 e9te/rwn e0pw~n a)napei/qetai 

th\n h9gemoni/an tou= Dio_v xeirw~n i0sxu\n 

ei]nai logi/zesqai, o3ti, fhsi/, 

… bi/h? d 0? o3ge fe/rterov h}en, 

ou{tov fortikw~v w(mi/lhse th=? poih/-

sei, kai\ a)nh/koo&v e0sti th=v kat 0 au0th\n 

filosofi/av, tou_v qeou_v ou)de\n a!llo h2 

nou=v legou&shv. tau&th| toi prosperona~? 

pa&lin tw~? kat 0 a)lkh\n periei=nai, to_ kai\ 

geneh=? pro&terov, to_n Di/a nou=n le/gwn 

a)rxegonw&teron: nou= de\ i0sxu\v ti/ a@n a!llo 

h2 fro&nhsiv ei1h... 

kai\ o#stiv ou}n qeo_v w@n a!rxein a)ciou=tai 

qew~n, nou=v w!n, sofi/av periousi/a? kratei=, 

w#ste kai\ to_ bi/h? d ) o#ge fe/rterov ei0v 

tau)to_ h9mi=n tw~? plei/ona oi]den a)naka&mptei 

kai\  perii/statai. dia_ tou=to kai\ o9 sofo_v 

oi0kei=ov qew~?, o!ti peira~tai su&negguv ei]nai 

th=? gnw&sei, kai\ pragmateu&etai peri\ 

no&hsin, h|[ to_ qei=on ou0si/wtai.

If, however, one is persuaded by other 
verses to consider that the hegemony of  
Zeus is one of  brute strength, because, as 
[Homer] says

… but he indeed was the strongest61 

then his contact with poetry has been 
that of  a Philistine, and he is deaf  to its 
philosophy, which declares that the gods are 
nothing other than intellect. Again, to the fact 
that [Zeus] is superior in might he connects 
the fact that he is also first in birth, declar-
ing that Zeus is the originary Intellect.62 And 
what else could strength of  intellect63 be 
than intelligence? Indeed, whichever god is 
considered to rule over other gods, since he 
is intellect,64 reigns by excess of  wisdom, so 
that [Homer’s phrase] “but he indeed was the 
strongest” amounts to saying and winds up 
as “he knows more things.” This is why the 
sage is proper to god, because he tries to be 
near to him in knowledge, and he concerns 
himself  with intellection, in which divinity 
has its essence.

61. Homer, Odyssey 18, 234.
62. J. Bregman, Synesius of  Cyrene, Philosopher-bishop, Transform. of  the class. heritage 2 

[Berkeley, 1982] 146) translates “meaning that Zeus has greater primacy with respect to Nous,” 
thus apparently construing nou=n as an accusative of  respect. This is clearly wrong. Antonio 
Garzya (Opere di Sinesio di Cirene: Epistole, Operette, Inni, a cura di A.G., Coll. Classici greci, 
Autori della tarda antichità [Torino, 1989] 557) construes the phrase correctly: “che Zeus è la 
mente primigenia”; as does Davide Susanetti (Sinesio di Cirene: I sogni, introd., trad. e commento di 
D.S., Studi e commenti, 10 [Bari, 1992] 47): “che Zeus è intelletto di più antica nascita,” and 
already Augustine Fitzgerald (The Essays and Hymns of  Synesius of  Cyrene, including the Address to 
the Emperor Arcadius and the Political Speeches, trans. with Introduction and Notes by A.F., 2 vols 
[Oxford/London, 1930] II, 327): “… Zeus is an elder-born intelligence.”

63. Bregman, op. cit.: “And what else is strength of  mind, but wisdom?”
64. Bregman, op. cit.: “since he is a noetic being.” Again, Fitzgerald, Garzya, and Susanetti 

have understood correctly, by translating respectively: “in that he is mind”; “poiché è mente”; 
and “dal momento che è intelletto.”
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Thus, when correctly understood,65 this passage from Synesius states what 
we have already seen in Porphyry repeatedly: Zeus is the nou=v, or Intellect.

THE TESTIMONY OF AUGUSTINE

An additional piece of  evidence may be adduced, although its interpretation 
is delicate. In his De civitate dei, Augustine cites a passage from Porphyry’s 
De regressu animae, in which the Tyrian philosopher reported that an Oracle 
maintained that “The principles can purify.”66 Augustine then attempts to 
figure out what Porphyry might mean by these “principles.”

Yet we know what principles he, as a Platonist, is talking about. He means God the 
Father and God the Son, whom he calls in Greek “paternal intellect” or “paternal Mind”; 
of  the Holy Spirit, however, he either says nothing or at least nothing openly, although 
who else he might be saying is between the other two, I cannot understand.

Clearly, Augustine had before him a Porphyrian text, probably in Latin 
translation, which gave the following series of  principles:

65. Bregman’s treatment of  the same Greek term nou=v is indicative of  his confusion: he 
simply transliterates the Greek term twice as “Nous,” and on two other occasions he translates 
the same Greek term nou=v by two different English terms: “mind” and “noetic being.” In fact, 
all four occurrences of  the same Greek term denote the same English equivalent “intellect.”

66. Denique eodem oraculo expressum principia posse purgare, Augustine, civ. dei X, 23, 484, 11–12 
Hoffmann (CSEL vol. 40 [Prague/Leipzig/Vienna, 1899]) = Porphyry, De regressu, fr. 284, 
320–21 Smith.

67. Opuscula psychologica, theologica, daemonologica, in D.J. O’Meara, ed., Michaelis Pselli philosophica 
minora vol. II, 146, 18; 149, 14ff.;151, 24; Opuscula 23, 39–40 Opusc. 23a, 13–14.

Porphyry           Augustine’s interpretation
pater?            Deus Pater
medium           ?
paternus intellectus/paterna mens         Deus Filius

Whether Augustine’s mystification regarding Porphyry’s second, 
intermediary principle is genuine or not, modern scholarship has 
tended to agree that the principle in question is Hecate, in her role as 
Chaldaean equivalent of  the vivifying World Soul. This would allow 
us to restore Porphyry’s original triad of  principles as Father, Hec-
ate, paternal intellect, or in Greek: Path/r, 9Eka&th, patriko_v nou=v.

THE TESTIMONY OF PSELLUS

In his writings on Chaldaean theology and philosophy, Michael Psellus,67 
probably following Proclus, frequently mentions the Chaldaean series 
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a#pac e0pe/keina,  9Eka&th, di\v e0pe/keina. This results in the following 
equivalences:

Porphyry           Chaldaeans
Path/r           a#pac e0pe/keina   

 9Eka&th            9Eka&th

patriko_v nou=v           di\v e0pe/keina

BACK TO SENTENCE 32
It thus seems as though Porphyry established an equivalence between the 
following religio-philosophical figures: Zeus, di\v e0pe/keina, Demiurge, 
patriko_v nou=v. If  this is the case, when Porphyry states in his Sentence 32 
that the person who functions in accordance with the paradigmatic virtues 
is called a “Father of  the gods,” he may have these equivalences in mind. 
To become father of  the gods, then, according to this interpretation, is 
to become Zeus, but this in turn is to become a Demiurge and/or a di\v 
e0pe/keina. All these expressions, however, are equivalent to saying that the 
person in question has become consubstantial with the patriko_v nou=v. 
That such was one of  the goals of  Porphyry’s philosophy is confirmed by 
another fragment of  the De regressu, transmitted by Augustine:

You [that is, as the context makes clear, Porphyry and his followers], to be sure, at-
tribute so much to the intellectual soul, which is at any rate a human soul, that you 
say it may become consubstantial to that paternal Intellect, which we declare to be the 
Son of  God.68

To have assimilated oneself, and to be able to function according to 
the paradigmatic virtues is, as Porphyry makes clear in Sentence 32, to have 
become wholly Intellect, and to have become one with the realm of  intel-
ligible Forms which, in Platonic philosophy since Plotinus, are identical 
with the Intellect. Yet since this domain of  the nou=v is identical with Zeus 
in his demiurgic aspect, as well as with the Chaldaean di\v e0pe/keina, the 
person who functions henceforth according to the paradigmatic virtues 
may equally well be called Zeus, and hence, like Zeus, he may be said to 
have become “father of  the gods” (qew~n path/r). If  this interpretation is 
correct, however, it still remains an open question with which Zeus such a 
person is to be identified, for as we have seen, there are no less than seven 
Zeus-demiurge-di\v e0pe/keina according to Chaldaean thought. It might be 
argued that the distinction between various homonymous divinities existing 

68. Augustin, civ dei X, 29 = Porphyry, De regressu, fr. 297, 339, 10–13 Smith: “Vos certe tantum 
tribuitis animae intellectuali, quae anima utique humana est, ut eam consubstantialem paternae illi menti quem 
dei filium confitemini fieri posse dicatis.”
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at different levels of  reality may be characteristic of  late Neoplatonism, but 
cannot be attributed to a thinker as early as Porphyry. However, another 
testimony from Johannes Lydus seems to indicate otherwise:

o#ti oi 9 me \n fusikoi \ th\n 9Esti /an 

bou&lontai th_n gh=n ei ]nai a)po_ tou~ 

e9sta&nai, oi9 de\ qeolo&goi tau&thn ei]nai 

bou&lontai th\n legome/nhn o0nto&thta … o9 

de\ Porfu&riov meta_ th\n nohth\n  9Esti/an 

h1toi o)nto&thta bou&letai kai\ th\n e1foron 

th=v gh=v-xqo&na de\ au0thn kalou=si-

o9mwnu&mwv e0kei/nhv  9Esti/an ei]nai, le/gei 

de\ ou3tw:  0kai\ to_ me\n h9gemoniko_n th=v 

qei/av duna&mewv  9Esti/a ke/klhtai, h[v 

a!galma parqeniko_n e0f 0 e9sti/av i3drutai: 

kaq 0o4 de\ go&nimov h9 du/namiv, shmai/-

nousin au)th\n gunaiko_v ei1dei proma&stou.

The natural philosophers will have it that 
Hestia is the earth, deriving her name from “to 
stand still” (to hestanai); but the theologians will 
have it that she is what is called “essentiality” 
(ontotês) …. Porphyry, however, will have it that 
after the intelligible Hestia, or essentiality, the 
overseer of  earth—they call her Earth (Khthôn) 
—is also Hestia, in a manner homonymous to 
the intelligible one. He says the following: “and 
the directing force of  divine power has been 
called Hestia, whose virginal image is estab-
lished at the hearth. Yet in so far as this power 
is generative, they signify her in the form of  a 
woman with prominent breasts.”

In his interpretation of  this fragment of  Porphyry,69 Lydus thus un-
derstands Porphyry as claiming that there are at least two Hestias: one, 
intelligible, who can be identified as “essentiality”;70 the other, who comes 
“after” (meta&), is the goddess of  traditional mythology, and her cult-statue 
is interpreted according to the typical Stoicizing nature-allegory practiced 
by Apollodorus. Besides establishing the probability that Porphyry knew of  
at least two homonymous levels of  divinity, this passage raises a number of  
interesting questions. First, might Porphyry, in the course of  his exegesis 
of  the Chaldaean Oracles, have adopted the Chaldaean belief  of  seven levels 
of  manifestation for each divinity, one for each of  the Chaldaean worlds? 
Second, Porphyry’s work On Images has, since Bidez, been universally taken 
as an early work, written before the superstitious Tyrian came into contact 
with the purifying rationalism of  the philosophy of  Plotinus. Yet what if  
Lydus’ interpretation is correct? Perhaps Porphyry had explained, in some 
lost portion of  his work, that the traditional, allegorical interpretations he 
was to give in the On Images referred only to the lower, earthly manifestation 

69. Lydus, De mens. IV, 94, p. 138, 18–139, 5 Wünsch = Porphyry, fr. 357, pp. 415–16 
Smith.

70. I borrow this translation of  o0nto&thv from Pierre Hadot, Porphyry et Victorinus, 2 vols. 
(Paris, 1968) I, 384–85.
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of  each divinity, and did not exclude deeper, more “metaphysical” interpreta-
tions on another level, such as that of  Hestia as “essentiality”? There would 
then be no reason to attribute On Images to an early, “pre-philosophical” stage 
in Porphyry’s thought, and our entire picture would have to be thoroughly 
revised. Yet for this hypothesis to be verified would require a new translation 
and thorough study of  Porphyry’s On Images.71

71. On a very preliminary level, we can say that the On Images, which has been understood as 
a sober description of  habitual cult-images, may very well be, at least on one level, a description 
of  astrological amulets, aimed at the theurgico-magical manipulation of  astral influences.


